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The Bulletin is already acquiring a design history. This number introduces a new format, and
for this we must thank Flavia Petrie at the N o r t h Staffordshire Polytechnic for arranging for
the redesign and printing.
The Bulletin will continue to appear twice a year, near the start of the academic year and just
before the Spring Conference. Contributions, double-spaced and on A4 preferably, and
suggestions for content will be gladly received by the undersigned. News of exhibitions,
lectures, conferences, research projects, staff appointments and vacancies, and any matters
likely to be of general interest to members is particularly welcome. Closing date for copy for
the next number will be 30th November.
Dr John Sweetman, Editor,

Fine Arts,

A A H C A R D I F F CONFERENCE

The University,

1978

Next year's Annual Conference will take place i n Cardiff
from Friday, 31 March to Monday, 3 April. The organisers are Erika Millman of Gwent College of Higher
Education, who w i l l be responsible for all the arrangements i n Cardiff, and Peter Fitzgerald of Reading U n i versity, who is co-ordinating the academic programme.
A l l enquiries and suggestions should be sent to the
organisers.
We have booked 250 rooms i n the University Hall of
Residence, but 50 more are available if we book them
now; we would therefore like you to send us the enclosed postcard by return of post, so that we can judge
whether to reserve the extra rooms. We have to pay a
non-returnable deposit of £3 for each booked room i n
a week's time and so we must know where we stand.
We ask about your mode of transport so that we can
judge how many buses we need for transporting members from the Hall of Residence to the University,
where most of the papers will be given. Please help us
by completing the postcard.
PROVISIONAL P R O G R A M M E
F R I D A Y , 31 M A R C H
Late morning:
Registration.
Afternoon:
Opening Session. Three papers to be read by
Sir Anthony Blunt
Professor Adrian Lyttleton
Dr. Anthony Storr
Evening
Reception at the National Museum of Wales

Southampton, SO9 5NH.

SATURDAY 1 April
Morning:
Four papers to be read i n each of the following six
sections:
1. Welsh A r t and Artists
Convener, Erika Millman
Papers are invited that deal with some aspect of the
work of a Welsh-born artist or with work by any artist
done i n Wales.
2. Design History
Convener, David Jeremiah
This section w i l l cover both 19th and 20th centuries
and i t is hoped that papers will be submitted on a wide
range of Design History subjects.
3. Twentieth Century A r t
Convener, Professor Norbert Lynton
I t is expected that papers i n this section w i l l include
early 20th century studies as well as those concerned
with post war art.
4. The Renaissance, the Middle Ages and Renascences
Convener, Professor Peter Lasko
I t is hoped that this section will give both Renaissance
and Medieval specialists the opportunity to meet and
discuss problems they have in common, or prehaps
might be surprised to find they have i n common. I t is
now many years since Erwin Panofsky published his
Gottesman lectures on the theme of Renaissance and
Renascences and much work has been done since that
suggests that the division between the Medieval and
the Renaissance world is far less rigid and fundamental
than was thought at one time.
5. Nineteenth Century French A r t
Convener, Peter Fitzgerald
Papers will be centred on the artists represented i n the

E X H I B I T I O N CALENDAR
Bristol Amolfini Gallery
Carel Visser, selected sculpture, 1953-77, 5 Nov.—24
Dec. First major exhibition by this Dutch artist in
Great Britain.
Cambridge Fitzwilliam Museum
Triumph of the Classical 27 Sept.—20 Nov. (a) Cambridge architecture 1804-34; (b) Charles Clerisseau
(1721-1820). The Museum is the principal owner of
Clerisseau drawings outside the Hermitage in Leningrad.
SATURDAY 1 April (continued)
European Drawings from the Fitzwilliam, 26 Nov.—
Afternoon: i)
23 Dec.
Polytechnic Group Meeting
Legend and Reality: Early Ceramics from South East
Afternoon: ii)
Asia, 17 Jan.—26 Feb. Only British showing of exGeneral Discussion Panel: the literature of art and hibition arranged under the auspices of the Museum
design.
fur Ostasiatische Kunst, Cologne, drawn from the colChairman: Professor Peter Murray
lection of H . W. Siegel, and brought to the Fitzwilliam
by the Arts Council. Early Thai, Sukothai and SwankEvening:
halok, and Khmer pieces will be featured.
Reception at Cardiff Casde
Dundee Art Gallery
James Watterston Herald, Oct.—Nov.
SUNDAY 2 APRIL
Arthur Melville: oils and watercolours, 12 Nov.—10
Dec.
The following outings are planned:
Josef Sekalski: paintings and prints, Jan.—Feb.
1. Visit to a Private Collection of modern paintings and Edinburgh Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art
to the Graham Sutherland Museum at Picton Castle, McTaggart and Phillipson, Oct.—Nov.
Pembrokeshire.
Edinburgh University, Talbot Rice Centre
2. Visit to Kilpeck, Hereford Cathedral, Abbey Dore,
Ivor Davies, mid-Oct.—mid-Nov.
Llanthony, Goodrich and Raglan Castles.
Mike Browett and others, paintings, 21 Nov.—10 Dec.
3. Victorian Cardiff including the Industrial Archaeo- Jean Paul Allon, Jan.—Feb.
logy Museum.
Glasgow Art Gallery
4. Visit to a Private Collection i n Cardiff and to Fon75th Anniversary Exhibition, Oct.—Nov.
mon Casde (Hogarth and Reynolds paintings and a
' M r Henry and M r . Hornel visit Japan' (Scottish Arts
very fine Rococo interior). Glyn Vivian Gallery and
C), Nov.—Dec.
Brangwyn paintings in Swansea.
5. Shobdon Church and country houses in Shropshire Hull Ferens A r t Gallery
Gallery Golden Jubilee, Oct.—Nov.
and Herefordshire.
Portraits of Andrew Marvell's Contemporaries, 13 Jan.
Evening:
—12 Feb.
General discussion Panel: Methods in Art and Design
Kendal Abbot Hall Art Gallery
History.
Modern Indian Art: paintings by Shanti Dutta, wood
Chairman: Colin Thompson
sculpture by Judinga Lamba, 1—30 Oct.
John Bratby retrospective, Jan.
Leeds City Art Gallery
M O N D A Y , 3 APRIL
Prints by Wenceslaus Hollar, 26 Nov.—24 Dec.
Liverpool
Walker
Art
Gallery
Morning:
Albert Marquet, 1—30 Oct.
University Group Meeting
Beyond Light (Bill Culbert and Liliane Lijn), 4—27
Museums Group Meeting
Nov.
Annual General Meeting
Liverpool Sudley Art Gallery
Afternoon:
Three papers i n each of the six sections from Saturday Thomas Harrison, 1—30 Oct.
London British Museum
Tea and Close.
Suggestions for papers to be read at this Conference i8th-century French Landscape Painting (Prints and
will be welcome and should be sent either to Peter Drawings Gallery), loan exhibition from the Louvre
and other major French collections, including Watteau,
Fitzgerald or the conveners of each subject section.
Boucher, Fragonard, etc. 18 Nov.—6 Mar.
Animals in Art (Special Exhibitions Gallery) 2 Dec.—
A A H L O N D O N CONFERENCE 1979
25 Feb. Interdepartmental B M exhibition selected by
This will be held at the Institute of Education, 20 Jessica Rawson, Deputy Keeper in Oriental Antiquities.
Bedford Way, London, W C i on Friday 30 March- London Hayward Gallery
Monday 2 April, 1979.
American Painting 1908-35, 28 Sept.—20 Nov.
The organiser for this conference will be Mrs. Flavia Matta: large paintings, 28 Sept.—20 Nov.
Petrie.
Dada and Surrealism reviewed, 11 Jan.—27 Mar.

National Museum of Wales.
6. Northern Baroque
Convener, Christopher Brown
This section will be concerned with painting and sculpture i n Holland and Flanders during the 17 th century,
with particular emphasis upon the interaction of artists
working in the north and south.
A general section will be convened if papers are submitted which cannot conveniently be included in any
other sections.

London National Gallery
Painting in Focus: No. 8, 'The Arnolfini Marriage' by
Jan van Eyck, organised by Alistair Smith, Deputy
Keeper, 2 Nov.—early Jan.
No. 9, 'The Family of Darius before Alexander' by
Veronese, organised by Cecil Gould, Keeper, 15 Mar.
—14 May.
London Royal Academy
Sir Thomas Monnington, PRA, 8 Oct.—13 Nov.
Leonardo da Vinci's anatomical drawings (Royal Collection) 26 Nov.—19 Feb.
Gustave Courbet, 1819-1877, 19 Jan.—19 Mar.
London Serpentine Gallery
Peter Startup, memorial exhibition, 22 Oct.—20 Nov.
De Kooning: sculpture, lithographs, paintings, 26 Nov.
— 8 Jan.
Jack Smith, 21 Jan.—19 Feb.
Manchester University, Whitworth A r t Gallery
Peter Lanyon: paintings, drawings and constructions
1937-64, major exhibition, 25 Jan.—4 Mar.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
University, Hatton Gallery
Philip Sutton: paintings, 18 Oct.—15 Nov.
Twentieth-century Russian Graphic Art (Sokolov Collection), 21 Oct.—12 Nov.
Oxford Museum of Modern A r t
Jo Baer: paiatings 1962-76, Brian Alterio, Joel Fisher,
16 Oct.—20 Nov.
Thomas Cooper, Mary Kelly, 27 Nov.—8 Jan.
Plymouth Museum and A r t Gallery
Stuart Armfield, retrospective (paintings, drawings) 12
Nov.—18 Dec.
Sheffield Who wants Architects?
Exhibition and conference arranged by Sheffield U n i versity Department of Architecture, 23 Nov.—4 Dec.
(Conference 24-25 Nov.).
Southampton University, University Gallery and
Photographic Gallery
The Ruralists (Peter Blake, Graham Ovenden, David
Inshaw) paintings and drawings (University Gallery,
21 Nov.—9 Dec.) photographs (Photographic Gallery,
21 Nov.—23 Dec.)

E X H I B I T I O N FOR H I R E
Unesco Travelling Exhibition: The A r t of
This is an audio-visual exhibition which attempts to
convey something of the power and beauty and variety
of the applied arts of Oceania.
The exhibition consists of 46 panels designed as
photo montages, reproduced by the silk screen process.
A system of supporting tubes, which are easy to assemble
and can be adapted to the space available, allows of displaying the panels and assembling two compartments, one
for the projection of a programme of slides, supplied with
a fully equipped and operational Kodak Karousel projector, and the other for the display of 24 typical exhibits
form different regions of Oceania. A record of Oceanic
music and a second, more lengthy, slide programme
with a sound tape are also included. The complete set
comes i n six packages with a total weight of 260 kilos.
The exhibition is accompanied by an illustrated catalogue, which contains a general introduction and i n formation about each of the photo-montages.
The only costs to be incurred by an organisation
presenting this exhibition i n the United Kingdom will

be transport (from the previous venue) and insurance
(the exhibition is valued at US $6,000).

PUBLIC
SITY

LECTURES

AT

LEICESTER

UNIVER-

The Department of A r t History at the University of
Leicester announces a Series of Public Lectures on the
theme of Art and Theatre, with guest speakers including Professor John Shearman, Mrs Stella Mary Newton,
OBE, and Elizabeth McGrath. The lectures are free
and open to the public, on Thursdays at 5.15 pm,
commencing on 20 October 1977. Further details available from the Department.

CONFERENCE O N G I A M B O L O G N A ,
18-19 A U G U S T 1978, E D I N B U R G H
I n 1978 the Arts Council i n collaboration with the
Victoria and Albert Museum, the Royal Scottish
Museum and the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna,
is mounting the first ever international loan exhibition
of bronzes by the Florentine 16th century sculptor
Giambologna.
I t will open i n the Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh, as part of the Arts Festival, probably on 17
August, until 10 September. The London showing, at
the V & A, will last from 21 September—17 November.
The exhibition will then travel to Vienna, where i t will
be over Christmas and until January 1979.
The organizers hope to arrange a small, academic
Conference to mark the occasion, and to take advantage
of the gathering at the exhibition of museum curators
and art historians interested in sculpture of this period.
The Executive Committee of the A A H has agreed to
sponsor the Conference, and i t is hoped to arrange it at
Edinburgh University and in conjunction with the Royal
Scottish Museum, probably over the weekend 18-19
August 1978. Further details will be announced later.
Any member interested should write directly to D r
Charles Avery, Hon Sec A A H , at the Victoria & Albert
Museum, London SW7 2RL.

ARTS C O U N C I L RESEARCH G R A N T S I N
PHOTOGRAPHY
A limited number of grants will be offered by the Arts
Council during 1977/78 to fund research into topics
concerning the theory or social and aesthetic history
of photography. Proposals dealing principally with
British photography may be preferred. The grants are
not intended to support academic work per se. A n important part of any proposal will be the intention to
make the results of the research available to the public
through exhibitions or publications. Applications may
be submitted by individuals or by organisations wishing
to establish research posts.
For further information please write to Barry Lane,
Photography Officer, Arts Council of Great Britain,
105 Picadilly, London W i V o A U .

OPEN UNIVERSITY STUDENT THESES
The Open University is building up a collection of
student theses on modern architecture and design in
Britain. These theses, of c. 5,000 words each, were
prepared as part of the course A305 History of Architecture and Design 1890-1939. Like all undergraduate
work, the level and quality of the text is variable, but
the choice of subject and raw material included is of
great interest. Students were encouraged to concentrate
on individual buildings and include primary source
material. Many include dyeline copies of original plans.
Subjects vary in type from town halls to urinals, and
from taps to automobiles. The geographical spread of
the buildings or objects studied is nationwide. Particularly interesting are some of the less well known
housing estates or public buildings outside the main
provincial capitals.
A provisional list of Project tides for 1975 is now
available and one for 1976 is forthcoming. The next
stage is to compile the first three or four years' worth
of Projects into a cross-referenced and indexed list
which will also show which Projects are held in the
library (either in original form or on microfiche) and
which are back with the authors.
Part of the aim is to encourage all those who wish to
correlate and pool information of this kind in Schools
of Architecture, Polytechnics, Schools of Art and Design. Much good student work is being effectively lost
to researchers.
Further details from Tim Benton, lecturer in Art
History, The Open University, Walton Hall, Milton
Keynes, MK7 6AA, telephone Milton Keynes 74066
(switchboard) or 63261 (direct).

reading for the period, states in his foreword that the
book is based on lectures on architecture. And, his
theme has required chapters on 'Theories of Art from
Morris to Gropius' and 'Eighteen-ninety in Painting,
(my italics). Yet no specialists in the history of architecture or the arts appear on Miss Wilkins' list.
Turning to earlier times, how can the history of the
artefacts be studied without the visual and decorative
arts associated with them? Taking random examples:
think of a study of I7th-century French artefacts which
sees no significance in the appointment of Le Brun,
'premier peintre' of France, to the directorship of the
Gobelins factory. Is it proposed to consider Robert
Adam primarily as a furniture designer? Will he and
Wedgwood be studied without reference to the 18 thcentury neo-classical movement among architects and
artists? What is Art Nouveau without reference to
graphic arts of the period? How do you speak of Benvenuto Cellini's craftsmanship without reference to the
arts of the Renaissance?
It is so obvious that it is a little embarrassing to have
to say it, but specialists in the history of art, architecture
and the decorative arts would have to appear on Miss
Wilkins' list. Their omission is bewildering. Perhaps
Miss Wilkins was anxious to concur with educational
policy by ensuring that subjects taught on Design History
courses do not overlap with subjects taught by the Universities and has chosen a simple way of doing so. Or
perhaps by Design History she means only the twentieth
century history of artefacts, when designer and artist
have gone their separate ways. But that is too slim a
stretch to provide an historical education for Art and
Design students.
The number of specialists with my additions will have
to stand in Miss Wilkins' scheme at ten, and we must
DESIGN HISTORY
contemplate an artefact being tackled by this hydraKathleen M . Wells,
headed academic apparatus. Miss Wilkins herself recogLeicester Polytechnic writes:
nizes that there are problems: where are all its heads
In a memorandum circulated amongst Polytechnics going to come from? They will be found, she suggests,
during the recent acedemic year, Miss Bridget Wilkins in the Polytechnics, where, if full co-operation could be
expanded upon an article on Design History which she developed between complementary studies, engineering,
wrote for the February 1976 issue of this Bulletin. She the technical side of the studio areas and the historian,
has concluded that 'it would be a good idea to find a 'there would be the makings of Design History'.
new name for Design History. Perhaps, it would even
Even the best-intentioned hydra head can sometimes
be better to stop teaching so-called Design History now gain by decapitation. In this case the axe could fall neady.
rather than perpetuate ill-founded concepts'.
Up to the industrial era the history of the artefacts is the
Such observations as this are likely to cause alarm history of the crafts, then it becomes a part of the history
up and down the country among College authorities of industry. The hydra-head could thus be reduced to a
who have been led to believe that Design History is a twin head: a teacher of the history of the crafts and a
suitable component of the associated studies section of teacher of industrial history.
the BA Art and Design courses. I wonder if Miss
Of course, the second area of knowledge is enormous
Wilkins' proposals for a reconstructed Design History and does embrace fields mentioned by Miss Wilkins. But
will give them and the students at present on the why a separate specialist for each of them? The study
courses the reassurance they now need.
of the history of art objects has been built up by demandDefining Design History as the history of the arte- ing a knowledge of major disciplines from its historians.
fact, she points out that the production of an artefact The study of the artefacts in the industrial age could
is complex. The psychologist, the semiologist, the proceed in the same way.
economist, the political theorist, the engineer, the
Historians with a training in industrial studies should
historian and the sociologist will all be needed to study it. not be too difficult to produce. They could present studies
One of the problems about this list is that it is too in industrial history on 'history of subject' courses to
short. Consider the period bounded by the lives of students whose studio work centres on an artefact. ProbWilliam Morris and Walter Gropius, which is a key one lems will remain, of course. The product designer's
in Design History teaching. Professor Nikolaus Pevsner 'history of subject' will still present difficulties for his
in his Pioneers of Modern Design from William Morris range extends over the whole field of artefacts so that
to Walter Gropius, which is standard Design History a selection for historical study is hard to make. Moreover,

the range includes powered objects, whose designs be- century' and the conference papers will interest those
come obsolete with mechanical improvements so that involved in the history of design and in art history,
there is a risk of the study of the artefacts in the working designers, and anyone with an interest in the
industrial era becoming a study in obsolescence, a type way our society's artefacts are made and used.
of antiquarianism unsuitable for undergraduate work.
The papers are: 'Leisure in the twentieth century' by
Furthermore, there remains the limitation that the Dr Stanley Parker, Social Survey Division, Office of
history of artefacts, however it is presented, tends to be population, census and surveys; 'Happiness is a warm
a series of facts which do not lead to speculative thought pistol grip' by Professor P. Reyner Banham; 'Marion
or into the fields of literature. Miss Wilkins recognizes Dorn and carpets in the 1930s' by Anne Thackeray;
this when she contrasts the history of the artefacts with 'Transportation and personal mobility' by Noel Lundthe history of the fine arts which usually has 'intellectual gren, Sunderland Polytechnic; 'The Amateur Mechanic
or philosophical connections'. But, surprisingly, she does and the modern movement' by Colin Brooks; 'The
not appear to think that this might be a crucial issue family album' by Alan Self, ICI Plastics Division; 'Blackin deciding what kind of history should be taught to pool pleasure beach' by Rosemary Ind, architect with
A.
&
P.
Smithson;
'The
Silver
Cross
Regency
baby
'Art and Design' students.
carriage' by Peter Vickers, Trent Polytechnic; 'Women
However, Polytechnics situated in industrial areas
and trousers' by Dr Lisa Tickner, Middlesex Polytechnic;
could minimize this drawback by providing industrial 'The history and development of do-it-yourself by David
history courses based on their own local history, which Johnson, founder of DIY magazine; 'The De La Warr
by its nature would have enriching connections. More- Pavilion' by T i m Benton, Open University; 'Craft, leisure
over, a meaningful history of subject for the product and industry in Manchester 1895-1920' by Dr David
design students might be founded on the history of local Jeremiah, Manchester Polytechnic; 'Art and design as a
products.
sign system' by Jon Bird, East Ham College of TechAgain, Miss Wilkins points out that Design History nology; 'Having a bath—English domestic bathrooms
should be backed by research. The scope for this in local 1890-1940' by Mark Swenarton, Middlesex Polytechnic.
history is suggested by Tony Fawcett's The Rise of Leisure in the Twentieth Century, price £10.00, is
English Provincial Art, Artists, Patrons, and Institutions available from the Design Centre Bookshop, 28 Hayoutside London 1800-1830: 'The study of English pro- market, London SWi and other good bookshops.
vincial culture is still young. But the recent revival of
interest in provincial English art does at least give hope
that its significance will gradually be reappraised and
AAH L O N D O N C O N F E R E N C E 1977: SUMMARIES
the conditions in which it was created more fully exO F PAPERS
amined . . . One day the definitive map will be drawn'.
There is scope for historians in the Polytechnics to fill
The following summaries have been received:
in the industrial as well as the cultural contours of that Francis Ames-Lewis: Did Filippo Lippi visit Flanders?
map.
It has often been recognised that Filippo Lippi's 1437
Not all 'design historians' follow Miss Wilkins in de- Tarquinia Madonna shows the influence of Flemish
fining Design History as the history of artefacts. Instead, painting. I t seems, however, that i t should be associated
they build up courses around the history of architecture not with Jan van Eyck's style, but rather with painters
and allied subjects, using their bibliographies. These of the Tournai school. The powerful contrast between
courses are sometimes called Architecture and Design sharp spatial recession and strong movement across the
Courses. Their substance seems to be as suitable for Art surface, and the grouping of the Madonna and Child,
and Design students as a history of artefacts is. But, of compare closely with the lost Madonna on a Porch
course, the use of the name Design History to cover this generally considered an early work of Rogier van der
material as well as that belonging to the history of Weyden, produced at about the time of his appointment
artefacts does illustrate Miss Wilkins' point that confusion as City Painter in Brussels in 1436. Similarly, Lippi's
abounds.
Barbadori Altarpiece of 1437-38 reflects compositional
Miss Wilkins hopes that a reconstructed history of elements of Campinesque altarpieces probably of the
design could become a full academic discipline as well as mid-i430S and also perhaps of tomb-design in Tournai.
providing studies for 'Art and Design' students. Perhaps The close coincidence of date in these parallels, at the
before considering that possibility we should consider the very time that there are no records of Lippi in Italy,
responsibilities we have incurred to those students who suggests that he may have had first-hand experience of
will move into a hard and questioning world with quali- Campinesque painting. This conclusion may be importfications in Design History which we have given them ant to a general understanding of artistic contacts bewithout apparently knowing what we mean by the term. tween Flanders and Italy early in the fifteenth century;
That aspect of the matter has drawn me, who otherwise it indicates greater responsiveness to Northern ideas and
would have remained aside, into the discussion.
greater ease of transalpine travel and communication
than is generally credited to Quattrocento painters.
DESIGN COUNCIL
Leisure in the Twentieth Century, a book recently pub- Michele Archambault: The Grosvenor Gallery: Alternlished by the Design Council, is a collection of fourteen ative or Annex?
papers originally presented at the second conference on The paper sought to discover the answer to this question
Twentieth Century Design History held at Middlesex by examining the contributions of the Grosvenor
Polytechnic in April 1976. The broad theme of the Gallery's primary exhibitors to both the Grosvenor and
conference was 'Leisure and design in the twentieth the Royal Academy. The principal artists who formed

the representative core of Grosvenor contributors included Burne-Jones, Walter Crane, Spencer Stanhope,
John Melhuish Strudwick, and Whisder. However, five
members of the Academy, though owing their main
allegiance to that body, frequently submitted paintings
to the Grosvenor during its fourteen-year existence.
These were Alma-Tadema, Leighton, Millais, Poynter,
and Watts.
During the Grosvenor's reign, from 1877 to 1890,
only Burne-Jones and Whisder, from the first group,
were represented on the Academy walls. Burne-Jones
showed The Depths of the Sea in 1886, the year after
he had been elected an Associate of the Royal Academy,
and Whisder submitted an etching i n 1879. Obviously,
those painters identified with the dissident policy of the
Grosvenor remained faithful to their adopted champion.
Of the Academic clique Alma-Tadema and Watts sent
their experimental endeavours to the Grosvenor while
mam taming their status quo at the Academy. Leighton
and Poynter contributed minor works to the Grosvenor
and reserved their supreme efforts for Burlington House.
Millais participated equally at both venues.
I n conclusion, it was determined that for Burne-Jones,
Crane, Spencer, Stanhope, Strudwick, Whistler, and
even Alma-Tadema and Watts the Grosvenor Gallery
represented a welcome and viable alternative to the
Royal Academy. For Leighton, Poynter, and perhaps
Millais, the Grosvenor constituted an annex, where
dated and lesser productions could be deposited for
exhibition. Yet the Grosvenor can be termed a successful alternative since it brought fame and repute to
those who shunned the Academy.

for Lady Murray was probably derived from a French
source such as Coysevox's bust of Marie Serre while
the tighdy draped from of Lady Grisel may possibly be
based on a Roman bust of a Vestal Virgin formerly in
the Farnese collection.
An entry in a Mellerstain account book mentions
terracotta and plaster versions as well as the marbles; all
but the plaster of Lady Grisel survive. Although comparison with related plasters shows that some of Roubiliac's terracottas are evidendy casts from moulds these
examples are clearly original models since one bears
crosses used for the pointing of the marbles. The terracottas were originally painted white and examination of
other busts reveals various types of surface treatment by
18th century sculptors.
The single plaster bust of Lady Murray was cast from
a mould taken from the terracotta in the usual way. The
supply of these plasters and the evidence of Roubiliac's
sale catalogue suggest that the production of plasters was
of some significance in his business as a sculptor.
Michael Baxandall:
J. - L . David

German

Romantic

Taste

and

David's work was widely known in Germany around
1800 through engravings, descriptions and his German
pupils, but his style gained no foothold there. Locating
the convictions that repelled his style is one way of
focusing on the active elements in German taste. I n
particular, the Jena Romantics—the Schlegels and
Schelling—and their preferred art historian Fiorillo had
developed views on history painting that made up an
implicit criticism of David. The underlying principle
was that both painter and public must know die subjectClive Ashwin: Photography and the Graphic Revol- matter of painting in the most extensive sense, having as
ution
deep and as long familiarity with it as they have with
Attempts to harness photography to the manufacture the everyday objects of nature; the painter must always
of pictorial printing surfaces are as old as photography depend on his public's knowledge. History painting
itself, but it was not until the eighteen-nineties that therefore demanded a collective 'mythology' of the same
photo-mechanical reproduction finally superseded manual class as Greek religion or medieval Christianity, somemethods such as wood-engraving and etching. Two dia- thing modern times quite lacked. Thus the alienating
metrically opposed views emerged i n response to the theatricality and archaeological acessories of David, vain
photo-mechanical reproduction of line drawings. Some attempts to animate shallowly known narrative matter.
argued that the illustrator and his printer should emulate Jena awaited the development of a new mythology, probthe imagery of manual methods such as wood-engraving ably out of the physical sciences. I n the meantime landand etching; others, that the new processes required a scape and portrait were to take something of the mythcompletely different style of drawing. New materials ological burden carried in other ages by the history
such as 'tint paper' and techniques such as 'spatter work' painting.
were developed to extend the expressive range of the
draughtsman working for line block. Aubrey Beardsley Christopher Brown: Lambert Lombard writes to Vasari
was the first draughtsman of genius to exploit the
potential of the line block. Unlike most of his contem- On 27 April 1565 Lambert Lombard wrote to Vasari: the
poraries, Beardsley had no background in autographic letter is preserved in the Uffizi. Lombard is a litdeprint making nor a conventional training in drawing, and known figure today, largely because his painted work is
in these respects his approach to illustration was un- extremely rare and his compositions survive principally
inhibited by precedent. This permitted him to think of in engravings. Even such work as does survive (with the
his drawing as a preparatory document secondary in exception of the so-called Self-portrait i n Liege) is of
importance to the final printed image, rather than as a dry and rigid classicism which makes it difficult to
an original work to be faithfully rendered by a printing understand his enormous contemporary fame. He was
however much praised, and was an influential teacher
process.
(among his pupils was Frans Floris). Lombard's long
letter to Vasari begins with conventional praise of the
Malcolm Baker: Some Portrait Busts by Roubiliac
Italian and of Domenicus Lampsonius, who was LomAmong the busts at Mellerstain are marbles by Roubiliac bard's pupil and biographer and a correspondent of
of Lady Grisel Baillie and her daughter, Lady Murray, VasarL He then asks for 'a picture by Margaritone and
dated 1746 and 1747. The type of draped head adopted one by Gaddi and one by Giotto, in order that I may

compare them with certain windows that are here i n
ancient monasteries, and other sculpture i n low relief
in bronze . .
Lombard was an enthusiastic devotee of
early Northern art, and was eager to compare i t with
contemporary developments i n Italy. There are drawings
by him which confirm this interest. I n the second half
of the letter he gives a fascinating account of Northern
painting, which is of great interest to compare to Vasari's
remarks i n his second edition, the information for which
was supplied i n part by Lampsonius.

L o u i s e C a m p b e l l : T h e P l a n n i n g of Highpoint I I

Between 1934, when Highpoint I was built, and 1935
when planning permission for a second block of flats
was sought, legislation came into operation which gave
the local authority powers to reject a building scheme on
grounds of appearance. Highpoint I I became a cause
celebre i n the campaign for modern architecture i n
England; a year between drawing board and planning
committee, the final scheme was approved after a series
of historicist designs had been submitted by the architects, Tecton, i n order to gauge the taste of the council
and to demonstrate by comparison the suitability of a
contemporary idiom for this site.
The final form of Highpoint I I was determined by
financial considerations as well as planning law: the
cost of the site and the reduction i n the number of flats
permitted made i t necessary to provide more luxurious
accommodation for a small number of tenants. Highpoint
I I was planned i n the context of fierce local opposition to
Highpoint I , and indeed to tall flats i n Highgate. The
T o w n and Country Planning Act was unable to halt
developments, and as a debate developed which saw
architecture i n terms of 'functionalism' or formalism',
an idiosyncratic building went up i n Highgate.

A n t h o n y C o l e s : Photography a n d Artistic Reality

This paper proposed the notion that since the invention
of photography, the vocabulary used by artists has of
necessity, not choice, come from imaginations increasingly stocked with photographically generated images.
This is the same for artists who reject photographs as
well as those who accept them. Present studies of the
relationship between art and photography have tended
only to look for the photographs which can be seen to
be the basis for certain paintings or sets of paintings.
Few art historical studies of modern art pay more than
lip service to this approach. None has yet really taken
account of photography as a pervasive constituent of
artists' imaginations. This paper suggested that just as
the influence of photography on art is inescapable, so
should it be on art history.
Philip C o n i s b e e : Attitudes to L a n d s c a p e Painting i n
France

Together with the revaluation of the status of landscape
painting i n French art theory around 1750, there was a
particular interest i n the notion of truth-to-nature—this
is found in major critics like L a Font de Saint-Yenne
and Cochin, but also i n a review of the Salon of 1748 by
the Abbe Gougenot, who saw i n the transient effects
of nature an inspiration for contemporary painters.
Claude-Joseph Vernet was the painter most admired at
this time for his truth-to-nature, and this is borne out
in his own anti-academic attitudes to art, art teaching,
and his interest i n the oil study made from nature. Under
his inspiration, painters like Valenciennes and Bidauld
made vivid oil studies from nature. But the Neoclassical
revival of ijth-century academic ideals from the late
1760s onwards imposed the principles of ideal landscape
on ambitious French painters, causing a sharp division
between 'real' and 'ideal' in landscape painting (notably
in the works of Valenciennes), which was to persist into
the 19th century. A t the mid-century, there had been
D r Richard Cocke: T h e Flemish Connection: Piero
the possibility of a monumental yet more realistic a r t —
and Botticelli
tentatively i n Vernet's Ports de France, for example.
Piero della Francesca's landscapes i n the 1450s (N.G. But i t was British and German artists who were first to
Baptism, Venice, St Jerome and a Donor) develop out of work out this reconciliation during the 1790s and ensuing
the detailed observation of International Gothic land- decades.
scapes which he would have known through Domenico
Veneziano (Berlin, Adoration of the Magi). I n their unity D a v i d D a v i e s : A n Interpretation of E l G r e c o ' s
and control of recession they influenced Pesellino and
'Laocoon'
Bono da Ferrara (Eremitani) but i n the Urbino diptych
he developed an atmospheric aerial perspective which The choice of subject may have been inspired by an
was probably derived from that which i n 1455 Fazio early tradition that Toledo was founded by two descendhad admired i n the background of Van Eyck's now lost ants of the Trojans, Telemon and Brutus.
Women Bathing. Michael Baxandall has shown that the
The picture may be an allegory of the destruction of
Van Eyck was i n the collection of Ottaviano Ubaldini della Bartolome Carranza. A priest of Toledo, he was appointed
Carda at the court of Urbino. The type also influenced archbishop in 1558. I n his first sermon at Toledo he gave
Florentine painters early in the 1460s (Baldovinetti, warning of the 'breach i n the wall', by which he meant
A. Pollaiuolo) and this suggests that i t might be worth the threat of heresy. Moreover Carranza was critical of
considering the old hypothesis that the Urbino paintings the sale of benefices. According to the Papal Bull on the
were commissioned for the Duke's wedding i n 1460—a Rosary, the symbol of heresy was the serpent and, accordview which is supported by the unicorns which draw ing to the Papal Consilium, that of simony was the
the Duchess's carriage. Botticelli responded both to the Trojan horse.
landscape formulae of Rogier i n the background of his
I n spite of his reforming zeal, Carranza fell foul of the
1489 Annunciation, for instance, and also from 1474 Inquisitor General and was accused of Erasmian tend(Berlin, St. Sebastian) to the linear abstraction of his male encies. He was imprisoned for eighteen years. He died,
nudes.
not unnaturally, soon after his release i n 1576.

It is significant that some of Carranza's supporters
were subsequently patrons of El Greco and continued to
defend Carranza's reputation long after his death.
The picture may refer specifically to the destruction
of Carranza and, in general, to the prevailing mood of
intolerance and antagonism towards the spiritual reform
movement.

Nietzschean Sublime verging on the ridiculous. Metzner's
later works show affinities with those of Barlach and
Kollwitz.

Guinevere Doy: Delacroix's 'Sardanapalus': Visual and
textual sources of sexual imagery

Delacroix's Massacre no. 2 is the direct descendant of
eighteenth century neoclassical works concerned to depict
the 'sublime' aspects of the dynastic massacre. Beginning
with J-B. Regnault's Death of Priam (Salon of 1785,
Amiens), the series continues in The Last Night of Troy
(begun c. 1819, unfinished, Angers) by Regnault's pupil
Guerin. However in the two dynastic holocaust subjects
executed by Guerin's pupils, 'sublime' elements are increasingly pushed in the direction of sadism. Sigalon's
Athalie (Salon of 1827-8, Nantes) and Delacroix's Death
of Sardanapalns (Salon of 1827-8, Louvre) both show a
visual and thematic debt to neoclassical versions of the
massacre theme. However where Sigalon depicts power
in the figure of the dominant female, Delacroix's work
inverts the women's position. While Delacroix's primary
textual source, Byron's play Sardanapalus, deals with the
conflict of polidcal/rnilitary action and love, in the face
of an anti-monarchic rebellion, Delacroix effectively
transposes the public and social implications of the
massacre subject into introspective sexuality. In view of
this, it is important to re-examine the connotations of
female figures in such works as The Massacres at Scio,
Greece at Missolonghi, and most crucially, Liberty on the
Barricades.
John H . Field: Franz Metzner (1870-1919) and the
Origins of 'Archaeo-Moderne' Sculpture

'Archaeo-moderne' defined : an international style of
monumental and decorative sculpture, assertively
modernist but distinguished by archaistic conventions
(e.g. frontality, linear patterns for hair and draperies etc.).
Scarcely influenced by contemporary avant-garde sculpture, it became the official public and popular style of the
first half of this century. Famous 'archaeo-moderne'
sculptors include: Bourdelle, Mestrovic, Milles, Manship, Lawrie but the primary centres were in Germany
and Austria and Metzner was a major figure. Hildebrand's architectonic classical reaction against NeoBaroque, Realist and 'Rodinesque' sculpture was overlaid
with the later fashion of archaistic stylization. Triumphant Wilhelmine nationalism was expressed by monumentality, sometimes 'kolossal' in scale (e.g. Bruno Schmitz'
and Christian Behrens' 'St. Michael' relief, Volkerschlachtdenkmal, Leipzig, 1898- and Hugo Lederer's
Bismarckdenkmal, Hamburg, 1901-).
After formative years in Germany Metzner taught at
the Vienna Kunstgewerbeschule (1903-1906/7) and
associated with the 'Klimtgruppe'. Following Behrens'
death Metzner became Schmitz' collaborator on the
Volkerschlachtdenkmal (1905-1913) and the Rheingold
restaurant, Berlin, (1906/07), where he did his most distinctive sculpture Colossal 'Masks of Fate', stoic knights,
brooding giant 'German Virtues' and strongly stylized
reliefs express gloomy 'volkisch heroism, the Wagnerian9

John des Fontaines: Sir William Hamilton and Josiah
Wedgwood

In ceramics, the neo-classical style found its purest expression in the work of Josiah Wedgwood (1730-95).
His achievements were basically two-fold: the first was
purely technical in that he perfected the ceramic body
and production techniques for his manufacture; the
second was his ability to sense and interpret the artistic
spirit of his day. In the latter he was gready helped by
his friend and partner, the liberally educated Liverpool
merchant Thomas Bendey (1730-80). Bendey's aristocratic connections and ability to move freely in fashionable society enabled him to impart to Wedgwood the
latest aesthetic ideals of the neo-classical movement. In
this context the single most important practical inspiration on the Wedgwood & Bendey partnership
originated from Sir William Hamilton, British Ambassador Extraordinary at the Court of Naples from 1764 to
1800. The publication in 1766 of his sumptuous catalogue
of his collection of Greek ('Etruscan') vases and antiquities was of seminal importance to Wedgwood's neoclassical designs which were not only confined to straight
copies of Greek red-figure vases and other ornamental
objects notably in the jasper body, but were reflected in
the simple yet elegant shapes and decoration of his
useful tableware made from cream-coloured earthenware.
Joanna Frew: Antonello, Naples and the North

Since the rediscovery of Summonte's letter to Marcantonio Michiel some 50 years ago, it has been generally
accepted that Antonello acquired both his Northern
style and technique during his training in Colantonio's
studio in Naples, under Angevin and then Aragonese
rule from 1438 onwards.
But on examination, Antonello's master, although using
oil, painted both technically and stylistically more like
a French artist than a Flemish one and does not appear
to have understood the Eyckian principle of applying
a series of thin glazes to achieve richness of texture and
continuity of modelling. Furthermore, although Antonello
would have known the Flemish pictures in Alfonso's
collection at Castelnuovo, he could not have learnt the
subtleties of Eyckian glazing simply from looking at
them, and this, along with his apparent knowledge of
specific Eyckian motifs, does suggest that he might, as
Vasari suggested, have travelled to the north. Such a
visit would date to around 1450-55.
That he imitates the style of Van Eyck, rather than the
more fashionable Rogier, does not, as is generally
suggested, seem problematical. For it seems quite sensible
to suppose that, having been drawn north to learn the
technique, Antonello would imitate the master in whose
art the richness of the method is best displayed.
Malcolm C . Gee: T h e Uhde and Kahnweiler auctions
1921-3.

Over half the 1908-14 production of Picasso, Braque,
Leger, Gris, Derain and Vlaminck was sold in these five
auctions. Analysis of the results shows that by 1921
Derain was the most highly valued artist of the group,

and that Vlaminck, although his prices were moderate,
had the widest basis of support in the market. They also
demonstrate that a reasonable, although limited, market
existed for the Cubist paintings of Braque and Picasso,
but not for those of Leger or Gris.
The buyers present at these auctions fall into three
general categories. The largest was that made up of art
dealers and there were also a certain number of ordinary
collectors present. The most interesting group, however,
was that of modern writers and artists. The subsequent
history of their purchases shows that these men played
an important role in the market, as intermediaries between the world of artists and that of collectors.
It was suggested, in conclusion, that the commercial
situation revealed by these results may have some bearing
on artistic developments at that time, as well as reflecting
the orientation of the market towards individual rather
than collective achievements in painting.

issues of ostensibly 'pure' connoisseurship which is also
closely related to wider questions of taste. An expanded
version of the paper will shortly be published in the
Revue de VArt.

Anna Gruetzner: Feuds and Factions at the New English Art Club

The paper looked at the group of artists at the New
English Art Club (NEAC), who were referred to as the
Clique. I t was established that this group which included
Fred Brown, Theodore Roussel, Walter Sickert and
P. W. Steer started to meet sometime in 1885 to experiment with impressionist techniques including Degas'
subjects which Sickert introduced to them after a trip
to Paris in the autumn of 1885. The Clique were astute
enough to realize that Degas represented a more progressive stream than Bastien Lepage who was admired
by their less adventurous colleagues at the NEAC. Also,
Sickert's reviews showed that the Clique was ambitious
enough to want to influence other members to gain control.
P. W. Steer's A Summer Evening was taken as an
example of the equally ambitious schemes they planned
for each other's work at the NEAC. Finally, examples
were cited such as an article which explained Monet's
technique's in English to show that the Clique's exposure
to impressionism was much greater than it is usually
thought.
Professor Francis Haskell: Raphael's
Marsyas'—a European Scandal

'Apollo

and

In 1850 a London art dealer, John Morris Moore, bought
at auction for 70 guineas a picture of Apollo and Marsyas
(now in the Louvre and given to Perugino) which was
catalogued as being by Mantegna but which he was convinced was by Raphael. The rest of his life was spent
trying to establish his claim. As Moore was exceedingly
vituperative and much given to publishing pamphlets
denouncing his adversaries, the case gives us an exceptional insight into the methodology of 19th century
connoisseurship. Passavant, Waagen, Eastlake, Delaborde,
Morelli and many other experts were all involved in the
controversy and their opinions are all recorded. Moreover the discovery of a drawing for the picture; Moore's
innovation of exhibiting it in the great European capitals;
and the growing use of photography for the reproduction
of works of art added new dimensions to old problems.
The paper tried to demonstrate that many other factors
such as political dissension, personal antagonisms, and
nationalist prejudices, were (and are?) influential in

D r George Henderson: T h e 'Celtic' Contribution to the
Visual Conventions of 7th and 8th Century Insular Art

The paper looked critically at the arguments put forward
in the literature on the subject in support of a specific
Irish contribution to the art of the early insular Gospel
Books etc. Frequently loose and subjective arguments
were noted in recent popular and specialist literature,
connecting insular 7th and 8 th century art with prehistoric Irish art, not merely in the forms employed but
also in the conscious ideas and symbolism involved. The
value of parallels between the visual arts on the one hand,
and oral tradition, poetry and heroic narratives, on the
other, was treated with scepticism, and an alternative
case was argued for Anglo-Saxon initiative in the revival
of earlier Celtic forms (such as the spirals, either plain
or zoomorphic in the hanging bowl escutcheons) and in
the invention of new 'barbaric' formulae, which characterise decorative and figurative art in the Gospel Books.
The assumption that the main factor in Early Christian
insular art was a pre-existent Irish national style (the
brain-child of the 19th century antiquary, J. O. Westwood) was seen as an obstacle to the proper historical
assessment of monuments such as the metalwork from St
Ninian's Isle.
Professor Luke Herrmann: Paul Sandby—A Case for
Re-Assessment?

An introduction emphasising the difficulties to be faced
in unravelling the facts about Paul Sandby's life and
career, was followed by a series of slides selected to
illustrate the importance of studying Sandby's work
as a whole. Thus, as well as water-colours, prints, figure
drawings, oil paintings and gouaches were shown. The
paintings included therecendy re-discovered 1760 Society
of Artists exhibit Nuneham from the Lock Cottages—
Morning, and its companion, Oxford from Nuneham—
Evening. Another large canvas, The North Terrace,
Windsor Castle, looking East, now at Philadelphia, was
firmly identified as one of a pair of Windsor views shown
at the Royal Academy in 1774. (The companion is at
Windsor, and this identification has been tentatively
suggested by Sir Oliver Millar.) A water-colour of
Windsor Castle: the Round Tower, bearing the date
1756 on a sun-dial, was shown with the suggestion that
this allows a slighdy earlier date for the start of the long
series of Windsor drawings than that put forward by
Oppe. The importance of Sandby's early work in Scotland was further demonstrated by two of a small group
of 'new' Scottish drawings recendy discovered in the
Map Library of the British Library. These and other
slides illustrated research in progress aimed at reaching
a more balanced view of the work of Paul Sandby as a
major contribution to 18th century British landscape art.
D r Paul Hetherington: Byzantine steatite reliefs from
the Holy Land

A collection of rectangular steatite reliefs, now arranged
as a folding diptych, can be seen in the Cathedral

Museum at Mdina, Malta. The exterior of the diptych even the latest works for Philip. None are known to have
bears the arms of the Order of the Knights Hospitallers left the studio i n Titian's lifetime, and i t is certain that
of Jerusalem, and of Helion de Villeneuve, Grand Master some were never completed. Unless we assume that in
of the Order 1319-1346. A l l but one of the 26 reliefs are his last years Titian was working i n two distinct styles,
portraits of saints, the only feast scene being a crucifixion. the implication is that all the pictures i n the so-called
Stylistically they can be divided into two groups, and late style are merely unfinished.
they are all of Byzantine workmanship of the Palaeologue
Michael Jacobs: Gerolamo Mengozzi Colonna and
period.
The larger of the two groups, consisting of 19 half- Eighteenth-Century Venetian Quadratura Painting
length reliefs and the crucifixion scene, contains one The frescoes of G. B. Tiepolo have always been discussed
very rarely depicted saint, Anastasia Pharmakolytria, and in terms of their figurative elements, while the contwo others, Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathea, for tribution made by the decorative artists who worked
whom no parallels i n the field of iconic representation can with him has been ignored. The most important of these
be found. The combination of these saints, one associated artists was undoubtedly Gerolamo Mengozzi Colonna,
with healing and the other two with the Holy Sepulchre, Tiepolo's life-long 'quadrature? or architectural assistant.
with the importance given to the whole ensemble at an
Trained i n Emilia, Mengozzi evolved a highly individearly date by the Hospitallers, suggests that i t originated
ual quadratura style, owing nothing to contemporary
in connection with one of their hospitals in the Holy
Emilian of Venetian art. This style is characterized by an
Land. A relic still housed i n the diptych was thought i n
extraordinary diversity, with not only striking variations
the 18 th century to be of the Holy Sepulchre, and a tentafrom one work to another, but also within a single work.
tive reconstruction of the larger group is proposed as
This reaches a climax in his frescoes in Vicenza (c. 1756originally forming a reliquary.
58) which display Roman baroque, French rococo,
chinoiserie, neo-classical and even gothic motifs. A note
Paul Hills: Some Flemish aspects of Leonardo's early of restraint, however, tempers his most light-hearted
decorations, and his approach to the rococo idiom could
paintings
almost
be
called
a
classical
one.
Leonardo almost certainly studied Roger van der Weyden's Lamentation before the Tomb (Uffizi). His unfinished Adoration of the Magi displays the same high
viewpoint and interlocking pattern of figure and field.
I n both paintings the touching of the ground by hands
and naked feet emphasizes its holiness. Another Flemish
source is indicated by the compositional affinity between
Leonardo's Gallichon drawing i n the Louvre and Roger's
Adoration of the Magi from St Columba i n Cologne.
Leonardo probably knew a copy of this altarpiece, possibly the one attributed to the Master of the Legend of
St Catherine. The placing of figures in front of a perforated structure set against the brightness of the sky
anticipates the partial contre-jour of Leonardo's Madonna
of the Rocks. Furthermore, the foreground of both
versions of this altarpiece, with its combination of
physical proximity and difficulty of access, reveals an
understanding of Roger's pictorial thresholds.

I n the field of portraiture Leonardo's Ginevra Benci
is remarkably similar to Petrus Christus's Young Lady
i n Berlin, which may possibly have come from the Medici
collection. The arboreal rebus on the reverse of Ginevra
has Flemish antecedents.
D r Charles Hope: Titian's late style
From 1551 onwards Titian's most important patron was
Philip I I . There is good evidence that almost all the
pictures which he sent to the king were substantially
autograph, and there is no reason to suppose that he
modified his style to suit his patron's tastes, at least after
the mid-15 50s. The pictures for Philip, some of which
were completed at late as 1575, therefore seem to provide a clear indication of Titan's stylistic ideals i n his
later years. I t is now commonly believed that towards the
end of his life he developed a distinctive late style,
characterised by a very open 'impressionistic' type of
brushwork, as for example i n the Crowning with Thorns
i n Munich and the Death of Actaeon i n London. The
pictures i n this category are all more freely painted than

Mengozzi's influence was enormous. Some of his
followers, like F. Zanchi, developed the more fanciful
elements in his art, while others like his son, Agostino
Mengozzi, or P. Guidolini, carried i t to its inevitable
neo-classical conclusion. Only one of Mengozzi's pupils,
A. Urbani, was, however as stylistically rich and varied.
Frank Kelsall: Nicholas Barbon and Speculative Building i n late 17th century London
Barbon was a capitalist entrepreneur who seized the
opportunities offered by London's rapid growth i n the
17th century to develop new methods of property
speculation. House plans and elevations in the smaller
houses (up to about 25 foot frontage) became standardised, partly because of the constraints of building in
brick and the constructional ideas embodied i n the Acts
for Rebuilding the City after 1666, especially for party
walls, but mainly because of the financial and tenurial
arrangements necessary to service such extensive development. The house plan itself appears to have changed
fairly suddenly from a predominantly central staircase
type up to the 1680s to a predominandy rear staircase
plan typical of the 18th and 19th centuries. This is best
interpreted by regarding the later 17th century terrace
houses not only as precursors of the Georgian terrace
house but also as a stage i n the evolution of the postmedieval town house (of which London now has only a
handful of examples dating from before the middle of
the century); and by examining the houses i n the context
of the vernacular architecture of the 17th century and
the many craftsmen attracted to London, especially after
1666.
D r Henry Ley: Themes of Continous Narrative i n
Siena c. 1300
Continuous Narrative is the method of blending sucessive
or simultaneous time-levels within one pictorial frame—
employed throughout millennia of art, which can be

traced to the beginnings of Babylonian memorial sculp- members of the Newlyn and Glasgow Schools and a
ture. An iconography of continuous composition de- glimpse of some examples of their work is sufficient to
veloped at an early stage of Christian narrative which confirm their considerable debt to Bastien. Of this generattached itself to themes like 'The Agony i n the Garden' ation his most ardent apologist was George Clausen, the
and 'The Healing of the Man Born Blind'. The Byzantine depths of whose understanding of Bastien's technique is
iUuminators raised this form to a means of profound only revealed when we compare works such as The
expressiveness and emphatic narrative. Such themes led Stonepickers with Bastien's Pauvre Fauvette. For those
from 'King Hezekiah Sick and Healed' i n the Paris artists, i t must be said, that Bastien Lepage was not just
Psalter to Duccio's 'Healing of the Man Born Blind' a the apex of passionless objectivity, his style represented
panel from the Maesta predella ( i 308-11) where the a grand synthesis of all the varieties of mid-century
leading Sienese master found a moving expression for realism.
the consecutive stages of 'The Healing'. The double
image of Christ survived in the renderings of 'The Agony'
by Michelangelo and his followers until the threshold Margaret MacDonald: The L i o n and the Butterfly:
of 1600.
Whistler and the Society of British Artists
The Sienese Trecento iUuminators were also among
the first to use double imagery as a pictorial equivalent I n November 1884 Whisder was invited to join the
for the metaphorical realm of the Divine Comedy in SBA. He was elected President i n June 1886. H e had
the minature of Dante's and Virgil's journey through the supporters in the Society: others were soon elected. They
Inferno. By the middle of the Trecento continuous backed his attempts to revitalise the Society. He advanced
narrative was established in the pictorial language of money, and paid for redecorations and 'conversaziones' i n
the Suffolk Street Galleries. He presented Queen Victoria
Siena.
with a set of his Naval Review etchings and a 'Memorial'
for her Jubilee i n 1887: she granted the SBA the title
'Royal'. Whisder also tried to limit the number of works
Jules Lubbock: Decor and Decorum
hung i n the twice yearly exhibitions, and the number of
The housing of Italian primitive paintings presented a artists elected to membership. He invited foreign artists,
problem for English nineteenth century collectors. like Monet, to contribute. He introduced graphics into
Pictures which had belonged to the curiosity cabinet the exhibitions for the first time. His own work included
could look inappropriate in the drawing-room. Although paintings of all periods, and his recent graphics, pastels
a few ecclesiologists i n the 1840s liked the religious and watercolours. I n November 1887 Whisder proposed
atmosphere of massed Trecento altarpieces, and Quat- that members of other 'Royal' societies, like the RA,
trocento collectors like Lady Alf ord and E. Cheney made should leave the RBA. He met growing opposition. Wyke
period rooms, they were exceptions. I n Florence, how- Bayliss, who had originally proposed Whisder's election,
ever, Temple-Leader lived as a Renaissance merchant in had regretted i t and opposed his ideas throughout. A t the
rehabilitated houses. The dealer Volpi, who 'restored' the annual elections i n June 1888 Bayliss was elected PresidPalazzo Davanzati as his showrooms i n 1910, made such ent. Whisder resigned and so did 25 of his supporters.
authenticity fashionable for collections in America, but
not i n England. R. S. Holford's notion of decorum was
typical: primitives for the country not for town, for Neil Macgregor: The Writings of Girodet
Jacobethan Westonbirt rather than Dorchester House.
Since the character of Italian fifteenth century interiors Girodet's poems, however bad as verse, have real significwas ill-understood a decor which was English, comfort- ance as one of the first artistic autobiographies i n French.
able and appropriate emerged i n the wainscotted Tudor They exhibit that craving after novelty which charachouses by Peto and by Norman Shaw, such as those for terises his art, and like i t they rely heavily on authority
Peto himself and for F. R. Leyland. Temple-Leader's to excuse the innovations. The principal poetic influences
equivalent i n England was de Zoete. Characteristically on him are Delille and Boileau.
he acquired Layer Marney Towers, Essex, i n 1904, an
Delille, whom Girodet hails as the French Virgil,
Italianate early sixteenth-century mansion, i n which to manifests a pre-Romantic sensibility to lanscape which
display his collection of Renaissance works of art.
Girodet shares, especially i n his graphic work. He
specialises i n mock-heroic writing i n the style of Pope,
elaborately describing the surroundings of an event,
Kenneth McConkey: Bastien Lepage and British A r t
while reducing the central element to allusive obliquity.
Bastien Lepage was frequendy represented in exhibitions The same technique appears i n Girodet's verse and
in Britain between 1878 and 1884. During this period paintings (e.g. Endymion).
Boileau is seen by Girodet as the representative of the
he cultivated a reputation in London, showing works
executed for dealers in their Spring shows and following classical tradition who, through his satires, used his art
these with his Salon exhibits i n the Autumn. On his for purely personal ends, thus justifying works such as
regular visits he painted pictures of typical street Mile. Lange en Dane. His interest in Longinus is seen
characters and at the same time he became a familiar as adding sublimity to subjectivity: he is the perfect
figure i n artistic circles as his portraits of Henry Irving, Romantic, yet the safe text-book classic.
Lady Alma Tadema and the Prince of Wales prove.
Girodet, i n Le Peintre, begins by comparing the artist
The most significant exhibition of his works was that to the sage, rational Daedalus: later i n the poem, the
held at the Grosvenor Gallery i n 1880 and on that comparison is with Icarus. His writings, like his paintings,
occasion he was the focus of much discussion amongst show Girodet as the early romantic paradigm: both
young painters. His style was taken up a little later by Daedalus and Icarus.

Professor Andrew Martindale: The Death of Gothic

Northern Europe at most material dates during the
Middle Ages possessed a visual culture which was clearly
different from that of Italy. Although the Italians contributed much to the North, there is no evidence that
any northerner felt it desirable or necessary to produce
an intimation of Italian art. The indigenous Northern
traditions persist up to a point after 1500. Thereafter
from c. 1520 onwards, northern art and architecture
become dominated by developments in Italy. Why?
Clearly the intellectual and academic prestige of Italian
culture played an important part. I t was however also
suggested in the lecture that radical change in itself
might have seemed right and appropriate to the artists
and architects themselves. In this sense, the Northern
Renaissance of 16 th century art would form a part of
the iconoclastic, destructive tendencies visible in other
aspects of 16th century history.
Gordon Millar: T h e Education of the Applied Artist
in England c. 1870-1910

From the 1860s the standardised syllabus of the Science
and Art Department came under attack from critics,
industrialists, artists, craftsmen, and teachers. The outlook was considered inadequate for the practical and
commercial needs of industry and craftsmen, the emphasis being on drawing skills and theoretic ornamental
principles.
While South Kensington continued to pursue its
policies out of economic and artistic ideology, official
bodies like the 1862 Select Committee on Schools of Art,
and the 1884 Royal Commission on Technical Instruction, concentrated criticism and encouraged alternative
approaches.
The ultimate outcome were the municipal art schools,
first at Birmingham in 1883, then at Manchester, and in
1896, the Central School of Arts and Crafts. The proving
ground for innovation was a series of independent experiments. Crucial was that of John Sparkes at Lambeth
School of Art, who from 1863 complemented the SK
programme with ideas from France, craftwork, and links
with industry.
This preceded the efforts of the City and Guilds, the
Slade School, and private schools, which in the spirit
of the Arts and Crafts, and French 'ateliers', pioneered
the pattern of English art and craft education, which
through the Central School was to have such impact
abroad.
John Mitchell: Constantine and St. Silvester at the Santi
Quattro Coronati

A few observations on the cycle of paintings illustrating
the legend of Constantine and St Silvester in the chapel
of St Silvester at the church of the Santi Quattro
Coronati in Rome.
1. The chapel, built between 1244 and 1246, had little
to do with the priory and the church, but was a 'castle
chapel' serving the needs of the occupants of the papal
roccaforte which arose above and behind it.
2. The paintings do not follow any earlier tradition of
illustrating the legend. They are based on two sources,
the Acts of St Silvester and the Constitutum Constantini.
But the author in the program followed neither text con-

sistently. He looked now to one version, now to the
other, and sometimes diverged strikingly from both.
3. The use made of the Constitutum by both the papal
and the imperial party during their struggle for authority
in Rome and Italy in the n t h , 12th and 13th centuries,
and the political situation of the 1240s—the strife between Innocent IV and Frederick I I , are reflected in the
dedication of the chapel and the subject of the paintings,
and in the selection, arrangement, and interpretation of
the particular scenes.
4. The paintings fall quite happily into the context of art
produced in and around Rome in the early 13th century.
However, one particular source for several of the figures
and many details in the compositions seems to have
been a more distant one, the mosaics in the church of
Monreale in Sicily.
A . D . Potts: T h e Greek Ideal—A Copied Fragment?

As early as 1728, Richardson suggested that none of the
antique statues in Italy could be works by the great Greek
masters of the Classic period. Mengs, in an essay published in 1780, developed this idea into a theory that
all the best surviving antique sculptures were inferior
copies of imitations, c l a i m i n g that the idealised rendering of a work like the Apollo Belvedere was simply the
schematic simplification imposed by a later copyist. I f
Winckelmann's earlier History of Ancient Art had been
based on the assumption that Greek work of the classic
period was noticeably superior to later Roman work, he
never actually challenged the status of the canonical
masterpieces; he generally classified the latter as preRoman works executed in the best Greek style. Towards
the turn of the century, Mengs' controversial ideas were
challenged by a new theory defending the later productions of ancient art, expounded by E. Q. Visconti.
Visconti maintained that there was no reason to suppose
that 'idealised' Greco-Roman imitations were inferior to
the 'original' more naturalistic creations of earlier periods.
He thus set the context for a positive response to works
like the Elgin marbles that did not preclude a continuing
admiration for the traditional masterpieces.
Pietro Raffo: Porcelain Figurines from the Commedia
Dell'Arte

The Commedia dell'Arte, a type of travelling theatre
that made use of comic mime and performers in masks,
was popular in Italy from the fifteenth to the eighteenth
centuries. I t was noted for improvisations on familiar
situations and characters, many of which, like Columbina,
Pulcinella and Harlequin, have been a source of inspiration to writers over the centuries and are still household words. Shakespeare's 'Shylock' and Marlowe's 'Volpone' both echo the story of Pantalone, the lustful and
avaricious old Venetian merchant who was one of the
Commedia's leading roles. Mozart's operas 'Figaro' and
'Cosi fan tutte' reflect both the spirit and the themes
of the Commedia. Representations of the Commedia
characters are found in profusion in the engravings of
Callot, Joullain and Probst.
The traditional masques and costumes and instantly recognizable poses of the Commedia characters
lend themselves particularly well to portrayal in ceramic
figurines. Ever since the art began, European porcelain
sculptors have been captivated by the charms of these

figures. As early as 1715, the Royal Saxon factory at
Meissen produced statuettes i n Bottger stoneware of
Pantalone, modelled after the engravings by Callot. Later,
Meissen produced complete sets of characters in porcelain modelled by their most famous sculptor J. J.
Kandler. I n England, Chelsea and Bow, both great
imitators of Continental taste, also made Commedia
figures. I n Italy itself, Giuseppe Gricci of the Royal Capo
di Monte factory made both individual figures and groups
inspired by the comic situations of the Commedia. But
perhaps the best of all porcelain figures of this genre,
unrivalled i n their feeling for theatrical movement, are
the ones modelled between 1754 and 1763 by Franz
Anton Bustelli at the Palatine factory of Nymphenburg.

interest. I n working for them he could demonstrate that
style is the accordance of an art-form with the history of
its origin.
D r . Robert Short: Hans Bellmer's Toupee': A n Object
Lesson i n Surrealist Eroticism

Hans Bellmer is unique among the surrealists of the interwar years in having been accepted into the group on
testimony as insubstantial as that offered by a few photographs of a single object: the original 1934 version of the
doll. Breton's and Eluard's confident intuition was fully
justified both by the subsequent progress of the doll and
by Bellmer's lengthy and productive collaboration with
the Paris group after he left Germany i n 1938. The extraordinary sequence of coincidences which preceded the
Toni del Renzio: Customer into Consumer
invention of the doll, the role played by 'hasard objectif'
Deliberately polemical, this paper sought to question in its discovery, gave it a quality of inner necessity which
make
i
t
one
of
the
most
authentic
of
'Surrealist
objects'.
many of the assumptions and concepts of the practice of
the history of art and design. Using the comments of Its efficacy as a solution to emotional conflicts originating
Walter Benjamin, E. J. Hobsbawm, Paul Oskar Kristeller i n the artist's early childhood, the specific ambivalences
and Raymond Williams, the historical origins of terms which i t expresses, endow i t with a special capacity for
mythic
development.
The
doll
does
not
merely
transgress
and the realities to which they referred were suggested
to be modern. Connoisseurship is inextricably linked to taboos, nor is i t only an expression, however refined, of a
commodity production. Knowledge requires a theoretical sadistic urge. Beyond the provocation and nihilism i m structure which simple acquaintance with the 'facts' plicit i n its dismantling of the figure of the loved one lies
a
very
positive,
i
f
desperate,
effort
to
reintegrate
mind
cannot supply.
and body, to possess the loved one more completely than
I t is a fundamental methodological error to apply outphysical love allows. The preoccupations manifest i n the
side the modern period categories that have an exclusive
doll are not only central to all Bellmer's subsequent
origin within this period, without a high degree of
graphic work but to the erotic ambitions of Surrealism
circumscription and circumspection. Taste is a notable
generally: the exploration of our 'physical unconscious',
example of this. I t expresses the needs of a social formthe conquest of physical reality by imagination and desire,
ation i n which notions of private property are dominant
the advent of the Androgyne.
and i n which selling is a major mode of distribution
already the result of a highly developed division of
labour.
Peyton Skipwith: The Early Years of the Fine Art
The paper, through its references rather than by its Society
factual content addressed itself to current methodology The Fine A r t Society was founded in 1876. The Board
in Ango-Saxon art history and implied that, with certain of Directors included Marcus Huish, who became a
notable exceptions, the discipline was without a subject. distinguished author and editor of The A r t Journal and
Colonel Stuart Wortley, photographer and close friend
D r . Helen Rosenau: Gottfried Semper and German of the architect E. W . Godwin. Other personalities i n Synagogue Architecture
volved i n The Society from its early days included M r .
Gottfried Semper (1803-18 79), a Protestant, was com- Dowdeswell, whose own gallery i n Chancery Lane bemissioned i n 1838 to build the Dresden Synagogue in came Fine A r t Society agents, and Ernest Brown, who
1839 and 1840, the rabbi in charge of the congregation subsequendy founded The Leicester Galleries, who
being the famous Zacharias Frankel who kept a middle joined the staff on New Year's Day 1879. The most imcourse between Reformers and Conservatives. The syna- portant part of the business was publication of prints,
gogue was built i n a prominent position near the Elbe, and a number of copyrights were taken over from J.
outside the ancient Jewish quarter. I t was destroyed by Dickinson & Co., including that of Elizabeth Thomson's
'The Roll Call' at £13,500. From the extant minute
the Nazis i n 1938.
The Dresden Synagogue developed a new type, which books i t is possible to gauge the popularity of many late
moulded the public image of synagogues for at least a Victorian painters—Leighton, Long, Herkomer, Millais,
century. The buildings was flanked by two towers in et al.—through the values placed on their copyrights.
front, surmounted at a later date by the Star of David, The famous exhibition programme which in the early
and had a tower i n the centre which was covered by a years included Ruskin's Turners, Whistler, Millais,
tent-like octagonal roof, a form not to be confused with Walter Crane and Hokusai, was devised i n part to keep
a dome. Semper was not averse to using historical forms, people coming into the galleries with the hope that they
but believed i n adapting them to new usages. His would buy the Society's engravings; the 1880 Whisder
historicism was creative. Semper's interest i n the scheme exhibition attracted 42,000 visitors. The Sketch for 4th
was such that he personally designed all the fittings: he November, 1896 recorded 'Practically, The Society i n created a Gesamtkunstwerk i n the fullest sense and this vented the fashion of holding one-man exhibitions',
would also have been true of a Paris synagogue, probably whilst Sickert i n a letter of 1899 to Jacque-Emile Blanche
gave The Fine A r t Society the accolade of being the
Notre-Dame-de-Nazareth, planned i n 1850.
'Best shop i n London'.
For Semper the Jews were of religious and historical

Helen E. Smith: Revivals in Decorative Painting in 19th
Century Domestic Architecture, particularly in connection with the Gothic Revival.
The paper discussed the revival of collaboration between
architect and painter in the mid-19th century in which
the post-Puginian generation of Gothic Revival architects
were at least as significant as the Pre-Raphaelite circles
of painters. Ruskin's role i n this revival can be overemphasised although his writings initially played an important part. The Ecclesiologists encouraged decorative
painting i n churches from the 1840s onwards but they
failed to recognise any real links between the Gothic
Revival in architecture and Pre-Raphaelite painting.
G. G. Scott and his pupils Alfred Bell, William White
and G. E. Street pioneered an interest in suitably archaic
styles of painting in churches, and by the mid 50s
saw this as applicable to house decoration. The decoration
of Woodward's Oxford Union building in 1857 by 'PreRaphaelite' painters was a culmination of developments
since the mid 40s centred on the Oxford Architectural
Society, and especially on J. H . Parker, Dr. Acland,
John Hungerford Pollen and G. E. Street. The Medieval
Society (1857) and the Hogarth Club (1858) helped
bring together architects and painters who saw their aims
as contiguous. At this time tendencies in architecture
away from Italianate styles towards early French Gothic
styles, seen i n the younger architects, Burges, Street,
Bodley, Webb, Bentley, Woodward and Shaw, furthered
an application of painting to architecture. Burges's own
Chambers and Morris's Red House, both decorated in
1860 demonstrate a new tendency: medieval art as part
of a total mode of life, applicable to every aspect but
now free from the stylistic, religious or structural precepts behind the decoration of the 40s and 50s.
Paul Stir ton: Geddes, Mackie and The Evergreen
The activities of Patrick Geddes in Edinburgh during
the last two decades of the nineteenth century included
the foundation of a student hostel, an arts and crafts
school, a publishing house, and a sociological museum.
The paper was intended to demonstrate the interrelationship of these various agencies and the pre-eminence of
art and design within the wider context of Geddes'
theories on 'Social Regeneration'. T o this end he
advocated the revival of mural painting and was able
to sponsor over twelve separate cycles throughout the
city, executed by, amongst others, John Duncan, Robert
Burns, Phoebe Traquair and James Cadenhead. Most of
this work has since been destroyed but several scenes
were reproduced in 'The Evergreen', the journal published by Geddes and dedicated to a 'Celtic Renascence'.
The breadth of Geddes' aesthetic theories opposes the
view that this was simply a minor provincial movement
and the best indication of this can be seen i n the correspondence with Paul Serusier. Through Charles Mackie,
one of the mural painters and a regular visitor to Pont
Aven, Serusier had agreed to paint a mural cycle at
Ramsay Garden i n 1894. Unfortunately Serusier fell i l l
and was unable to carry out this work.
Sir John Summer son: The Beginnings of Regents Park
Two panoramic views of John Nash's proposals for
Regents Park, now i n the Public Record Office, are
well-known but the plan to which they relate, also in

the Public Record Office, has not been published. I t is
dated 'March 1811' and surviving correspondence makes
it clear that it was the first design received by the Commissioners of Woods, Forests and Land Revenues. Two
important aspects of it are (1) its relationship to the
Bath type of planning and especially to the Spurrier and
Phipps plan for St. John's Wood (1794) and a derivative
project for the same area by John Shaw (1802) and (2)
its rigid and coherent coverage of the site with streets,
squares, circuses, crescents and villas. A l l the features
of the park as finally realized are present but a process of
revision and reduction, recommended i n the first instance
by Spencer Percival, resulted i n an almost complete
change of character. The two panoramic views stress the
picturesque planting rather than the architecture and
tend to minimise the heavy load of building which alone
justified the revenue forecast i n Nash's original report.
Mark Swenarton: Garden Suburbs for Gun makers
I n Britain the first experiment in State housing came
not, as is usually stated, with the Addison Act of 1919
(under which 176,000 houses were built by local authorities with government aid), but with the government
programme to provide housing for munitions workers
during the First World War. I t was this programme of
1915-1918 that provided the model for the local authority housing of the 1920s.
Most of the accommodation provided for the greatly
expanded munitions workforce took the form of temporary wooden huts. But where a permanent need for
housing in a locality could be shown to exist, permanent
housing was provided; and i t was laid down that this
should be of the highest standard, on the model of the
garden suburbs built before 1914.
A number of munitions schemes were designed by the
Office of Works under its Principal Architect, Frank
Baines, a former pupil of the Arts and Crafts designer
C. R. Ashbee. His designs for the Well Hall estate near
Woolwich (1915) and the Roe Green estate near Hendon
(1917-18) received widespread acclaim for their masterly
recreation of the 'Old English village'. But critics also
complained of the 'excessive cost' of Baines' luxury
picturesque (genuine half-timbering, raised pavements,
etc.) and looked instead to the rather different work being
executed on 'simplified lines'.
Simplified design was promoted by a group of
architects who had made their names in the garden
suburb movement before the war and were now brought
into the Ministry of Munitions to supervise a number of
housing schemes: Raymond Unwin, appointed Chief
Architect at the Department of Explosives Supply, and
his former colleagues at Hampstead Garden Suburb,
Courtenay Crickmer and Geoffrey Lucas. T o provide a
house that 'the working-man can afford' Unwin advocated
the elimination of the picturesque intricacies of much
garden suburb architecture and called instead for simple
elevations (unbroken roof lines without gables or dormers) based on simple rectangular plans. The munitions
villages at Gretna near Carlisle (1915-18) and Mancot
near Chester (1917-18), designed by Unwin and his
office, provided the first full-scale demonstration of
housing built according to the creed of simplification.
At the same time the use of new materials appeared
to offer a possible solution to the dual problem of the

scarcity and high cost of traditional materials. Munitions
housing at Chepstow designed by Dunn and Curtis Green
and at Crayford designed by Gordon Allen attracted
considerable attention for its use of concrete blockwork.
At Unwin's instigation the Building Materials Research
Committee (the forerunner of the Building Research
Establishment) was set up i n 1917, providing the original
impetus for the experimental work carried out by local
authorities i n the 1920s.
I n the political crisis created by the Armistice i n
November 1918, the cry of 'homes for heroes' provided
a useful tactic inducing the 'heroes' to make a peaceable
return to civilian life. For the post-war housing campaign the experience of the munitions programme was
taken over direct. The Report of the Tudor Walters
Committee, dominated by Unwin, recorded the lessons
of munitions housing (including, for instance, plans of
houses built at Gretna) and was re-issued in abridged
form i n 1919 as a manual for the guidance of local authorities in connection with the new Housing Act. Unwin
and many of his colleagues transferred from the Ministry
of Munitions to the Ministry of Health and from Whitehall supervised the housebuilding of local authorities,
imposing on them, often against their will, the doctrines
of simplification developed during the war.

sidered wild and fantastic and which lay beyond the rules
of taste: essentially that which was not art. For this
reason i t was first applied to exotic scenery—such as
castles towering on steep slopes (Earl of Oxford, 1728)
and then to the most informal kinds of landscape gardening (William Chambers, 1757). I n the latter part of the
eighteenth century the word emerges increasingly i n the
discussion of painting—though i n the context of a
picture's content rather than of its style. Thus Reynolds
—who i n his fourth Discourse considered the products
cf a 'romantic imagination' to lie altogether beyond the
scope of the visual arts—used the word i n his fourteenth
Discourse to describe the scenes depicted by Salvator
Rosa.
The use of Romantic as a stylistic term followed on
the definition of Romantic A r t by the German critics
August Wilhelm and Friedrich Schlegel around 1800. I n
view of later opinions about romanticism i t may seem
curious that the first pictorial work that was apparently
described as being 'in a romantic style' (Klinkowstrom,
1806) should have been the Genoveva illustrations of the
Riepenhausen brothers. For these are executed i n outline—a manner normally associated with Neo-classicism.
Ian Walker: Surrealism and Photography

This paper was concerned with a general view of various
D r Lisa Tickner: The Body Politic: Female Sexuality points at which surrealism as a philosophy and Photoand Women Artists since 1970
graphy as a medium could, despite their obvious disThis paper took as a text Linda Nochlin's contention, parity, be brought together. Several aspects were conthat 'the growing power of woman in the politics of both sidered. Firstly, the use of photographs i n a work such
sex and art is bound to revolutionize the area of erotic as Breton's novel Nadja may be seen as an attempt to
give a factual edge to events which otherwise seem
representation'.
Its chief aim was to challenge the widespread assump- fantastic. I n the Surrealist magazines, the same docution that women are newly able to express their own mentary element in photography was used as record and
sexuality, in ways that will add without modification to assertion of group activity. The use of photomontage,
the existing tradition of erotic art and literature, thereby particularly by the Surrealist writers, may be seen as an
rendering it 'complete'. Such a view tends to imply that example of the use of a technique that was inherently
there is an idealist and pre-existent female sexuality, poetic but technically undemanding. Actual Surrealist
lacking only its expression; and i t fails to take account photography i n the form of Man Ray's Rayographs and
of the extent to which we are dealing not with the Nudes, and Raoul Ubac's Solarizations and Bas-Reliefs
direct expression of female experience i n culture but were shown. Though without the necessary depth of
with the projection of masculine anxieties and desires, study. Particularly quizzical is the work of Eugene Atget
and nowhere is this more evident than i n the area of which, although i t was published in 'La Revolution
Surrealiste', is objective i n the purest sense. I n contrast
eroticism.
Recent work has attacked the patterns of dominance is the intense subjectivity of Bill Brandt, with a definite
and submission in the traditions of western erotic art; influence from his period i n Paris as Man Ray's assistant.
has rejected or parodied the standards by which women Finally, surrealist elements in both contemporary 'art'
are judged sexually desirable; has attempted to repossess photography (such as Duane Michal's Things are Queer)
the 'colonized' female body; and has made tentative and advertising imagery were mentioned.
steps towards a heterosexual aesthetic of the male nude.
Most significantly of all, i t has thus by implication begun Peter Webb: Giulio Romano, Marcantonio Raimondi,
to challenge inherited cultural meanings, to establish Pietro Aretino and the Sonnets
and express new values, and to move towards the achieveThe
Sonnets
of
Pietro
Aretino
illustrated
with
sixteen
ment of a truly androgynous culture.
engravings by Marcantonio Raimondi after original
drawings by Giulio Romano is probably the most
William Vaughan: The First Romantic Style
famous example of illustrated erotica that the Western
This paper was concerned with the way the word world has produced. I t can be said to have founded the
'romantic' was applied to the visual arts i n the eighteenth Western tradition for erotica i n the visual arts, yet no
century, and the stages by which i t gradually increased original copy seems to have survived. First published in
i n importance to the point of being used as a stylistic c. 1525 i n Rome, i t followed a well established tradition
designation. Such a development followed on literary for series of erotic prints depicting Love Stories of the
uses of the word, but raised specific pictorial problems. Gods, the best known being Agostino Carracci's Lascivie
Taking its original meaning from the Romance, the (1584-7). For such erotica, Renaissance artists had many
word was first used to describe sights that were con- Classical prototypes such as marble reliefs, ceramic lamps

and gems, which they could find i n the collections of
Roman humanists such as Agostino Chigi, patron of
Giulio and Aretino. Guilio had a strong predilection for
erotica, and i t is likely that his Aretino drawings were a
catalogue of positions of intercourse such as we know
were not uncommon i n Classical illustrated literature.
The 'Sonnets' caused a sensation when they were published, as Vasari's inaccurate account shows, and we can
form a good idea of the volume from one original print
from the set, together with some fragments, now i n the
British Museum Restricted Collection; an early pirated
edition i n New York; and two sets of watercolour copies
by Waldeck dating from 1858 in London and Paris.
These clues suggest that the Aretino volume was indeed
a powerful work of erotic art.
MUSEUMS ASSOCIATION
BRADFORD

CONFERENCE

The Museums Association Conference took place i n
Bradford i n July 1977. Having invited the Association
of A r t Historians to participate i n the Conference by
sending speakers, i t was agreed that the most appropriate
topic to explore was that of the relationship of students
of A r t History to Museums and Galleries.
D r . Friedman of Temple Newsam House began the
session by outlining his Museum's relationship with
Leeds University Fine A r t course, whose students were
offered an option to study the Decorative Arts. This
had been sufficiently successful to encourage the possibility of a taught M . A . course. I n discussion he stressed
the educational onus of the Museum.
The second half of the session considered the new
Polytechnic courses i n A r t History. M r . Trevor Brighton,
Sheffield Polytechnic, M r . David Jeremiah, Manchester
Polytechnic, M r . Anthony Coles, North Staffordshire
Polytechnic and M r . Kenneth McConkey, Newcastle
Polytechnic, each talked of their course relationships
with Museums and Galleries. Each relied heavily on local
facilities and i n the cases cited, mutually beneficial
schemes had been evolved. There was a common desire
to explore the possibility of Museum placements so that
for a limited period, students might assist Gallery Staff
in cataloguing and research. The lively discussion which
followed touched on various issues such as the need for
access to works not on show and for the planning of
Museum visits by individual students and the availability
of reasonably priced photographs and slides. Despite
practical, but not insurmountable problems, i t was clear
that a great deal of expertise and goodwill existed between A r t Historians working i n Museums and Galleries
and those i n Universities and Polytechnics.
Kenneth
McConkey
A R T A N D PHOTOGRAPHY
AMSTERDAM

SYMPOSIUM,

A symposium was held on this topic on 23 and 24 June,
1977 at the Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam. Organised by
Galerie Fiolet of Amsterdam, the conference brought together art historians, critics, gallery representatives and
photographers from Europe, America, Canada and
Britain, including Professor Peter Bunnell of Princeton
University and Jean Claude Lemagny, curator of the
Print Cabinet at the Biblioth£que Nationale, Paris. Useful
discussions were held, in what is undoubtedly a 'growth

area', on such matters as museum collecting of photographs, the history of photography as an academic subject, the role of the critic, and the establishment at
Amsterdam of a Photographic Centre.
ART HISTORY
The Editor of the new journal of the Association—Dr
John Onians, School of Fine A r t and Music, University of
East Anglia, Norwich, N R 4 7TJ—points out that he has
not had many articles submitted on subjects after 1860,
despite considerable efforts to secure them. Members who
have relevant material which they would like considered
are asked to write to him. The first number is due to be
out i n time for the Cardiff Conference.
OVERDUE SUBSCRIPTIONS
The attention of 140 members of the Association is
drawn to the fact that they have not yet paid their 1977
subscriptions. Could they please do so to the Hon Treasurer, Francis Ames-Lewis, whose address is on the back
page.
N E W SUBSCRIPTION RATES: 1978
As a result of the membership's decision at the A G M i n
March to implement the plans for the publication of
Art History, new subscription rates for membership of
the Association will come into effect i n 1978. We would
be grateful i f members would pay all subscriptions by
Banker's Order, which w i l l greatly simplify our administrative work and hence save on costs. A form for
Banker's Order payment is inserted into this Bulletin.
Please return this form on completion to the H o n Treasurer at Birkbeck College, Malet St, London W C i E 7 H X .
The new Ordinary Membership, which will include
four issues (i.e. one volume) of Art History will be £9.
I t has been officially confirmed by the Inland Revenue
that the whole of this membership subscription can be
claimed as an allowance for Income Tax purposes. We
would be grateful i f members who already pay their
subscription by Banker's Order would nonetheless complete and return the new Banker's Order form.
A Joint Membership w i l l be introduced in 1978, to
cover the subscriptions to the Association of two members who wish jointly to receive only one volume of
Art History. The rate for Joint Membership will be £12.
Regrettably, we need to increase the Student Membership to £1 next year, to cover rising administrative costs.
A Student Member may of course opt to subscribe at
membership rate to Art History, at a total cost of £7;
but the Journal is not tied to Student Membership.
Student Membership is tenable for a maximum of six
years.
Because a subscription to Art History cannot be tied to
Life Membership, this category can unfortunately no
longer be made available. Present Life Members are
strongly encouraged to subscribe to the Journal, the
success of which depends principally on the support of
the Association's membership. The Life Member's subscription rate for Art History is £6, and this is also
payable by Banker's Order on completion of the inserted
form.
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DESIGN HISTORY PUBLICATIONS C O M M I T T E E Dickerson, Dr J., Richmond College, Friars Stile Rd,
Richmond, Surrey
T i m Benton writes as Chairman to say this is now in
Diestelkamp,
Edward
J.,
89
Cranworth
Gdns,
London
being as a sub-committee of the A A H . Much progress has
SW9
been made, eg. the near completion of a Biblography of
Design History in Great Britain 1851—Present
to be Dun woody, Margaret, c/o Greenhill, 12 Cornwall Mns,
published by the Design Council and prepared by Tony 33 Kensington Court, London W8
Coulson. I t is hoped a pilot Register of Research in De- Durant, Stuart, Flat 2, 39 Petersham Rd, Richmond,
sign History by Dorothy Reynolds will be ready for the Surrey
Cardiff Conference. A fuller report will be printed in the Dyson, Anthony Michael, University of London, Institute
of Education, Bedford Way, London W C i
next Bulletin.
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